
36th ANNUAL HAWKEYE SPORTS MEDICINE SYMPOSIUM 

PROGRAM AGENDA 
Friday, December 11, 2020 

TIME EVENT FACULTY 

745 AM Welcome to University of Iowa Sports Medicine 

Symposium 

Brian Wolf 
Mike Shaffer 

750 AM Session 1:  32-year-old competitive trail runner with leg 

pain that is preventing her from running.  (She has a history of surgery 

for chronic exertional compartment syndrome in her 20’s.  Mother of 2 children.  Has recently lost 10 

pounds in preparation for an important race.) 

Britt Marcussen  

800 “What’s wrong with my leg? I’ve been running for years. This CAN’T happen right now.” Ryan Kruse 

810 “I’ve been trying to eat ‘healthier.” Terese Whipple 

820 “I started trail running because my husband says I run ‘weird’ on the road”. Amanda Paulson 

830  “It seems odd that it hurts more when I am done running.” Kyle Duchman 

840 “So, when can I run again?” Tyler Slayman 

850 What’s new in chronic exertional compartment syndrome Mederic Hall 

900 “My legs never felt perfect even after my surgery.” Brian Wolf 

910 Answer Chat Questions Britt Marcussen 
 

TIME EVENT FACULTY 

9:15 Session 2:  15-year-old Athlete with acute lateral knee 

pain.   

Mike Shaffer  

920 “It hurts right here.” Rachel Erickson 

930 Dad – “We got worried when he said it was catching” Kyle Duchman 

940 Mom – “The MRI said he had a radial tear.  Is that bad?” Brian Wolf 

950 Parent – “Can you fix it?” Robert Westermann 

1000  Dad- “I had meniscus surgery, will rehab be kind of like that?” Paul Pursley 

1010 Parents – “Can he go back to sports? Do we have to worry about his knee long term?” Matt Bollier 

1020 Answer chat questions Mike Shaffer  

 

 



TIME EVENT FACULTY 

 
1030am 

Session 3:  20-year-old volleyball player with shoulder 

weakness. (Episodic shoulder pain for a couple years, but acute onset weakness.)    

Ryan Kruse  

1030  “Why does my shoulder feel so weak when I try to hit the volleyball?”    Meaghan Tranovich    

1040  “Are you sure I haven’t torn my rotator cuff?”    Brian Wolf  

1050  “Can I rehab this?”    Jeff Fleming  

11  “Will surgery fix my problem?  Will it come back?”  Brian Wolf 

1110 “Is there something we can do besides surgery?”  Mederic Hall  

1120 Answer questions from Chat Ryan Kruse 

TIME EVENT FACULTY 

 
1135 am 

Session 4:  20-year-old asthmatic soccer player calls you, 

short of breath.  (Athlete just finished training and inhaler didn’t help; she has 

had asthma for years.  Boyfriend tested + for COVID.)   

Andrew Peterson 

1135 Respiratory Distress 2020/ COVID-19 update.   Andrew Peterson 

1150 “Should I come in or can you see me over telemed visit?” Britt Marcussen 

12pm “When can I start training again?” Rachel Erickson 

1210 “Should I still use my inhaler?” Timothy W 
Thomsen 

1225  Answer chat questions Andrew Peterson 

1235-1pm Lunch Break  

 

 

1pm Session 5:  22-year-old male football player with groin 

pain.  (Gradual onset of pain with changes of direction, weight-lifting, and to a lesser 

extent a Valsalva maneuver.)   

Matt Doyle  

100  “What’s causing my pain?”   Robert Westermann  

110  “Did I mention, I feel pain in my testicle?”  Amy Pearlman  

120 “Dr. Westermann said we could try rehab first.”  Mike Shaffer 

130  “Why do I feel a pinch when I squat?”  Robert Westermann  

140  “What will my rehab be like after surgery?”  Amanda Paulson  

150  “Simple things every rehabilitation clinician needs to keep in mind”   Natalie Kruse  

2pm Answer questions from chat Matt Doyle 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TIME EVENT FACULTY 

210 Session 6: 14-year-old female basketball player dislocates 

her patella.  (Acute, non-contact knee injury. No previous problems.  Just started 

normal menstrual cycles.) 

Brian Wolf  

210 “How did they miss this in the ED?”  Terese Whipple 
(mary t whipple) 

220 “How is rehab going to help me?” Shannon Miers 

230 “What surgery are you going to do?”.  Matt Bollier 

240 “The simple surgery won’t work for you.” Kyle Duchman 

250 “Do I need to wear this brace?” Meaghan Tranovich 

300 Our Results from U of I Patellofemoral Registry  John Albright 

310 Answer questions from chat Brian Wolf  

 

TIME EVENT FACULTY 

320 Session 7:  50-year-old female felt an acute “pop” posterior 

medial knee while doing HIIT.  (She exercises semi-regularly. New to 

HIIT.  No previous injuries.) 

Tim Thomsen 

320 “It hurts right back here. Ryan Kruse  

330 “What is a root tear?” Kyle Duchman  

340 “Why do you have to cut my bone? I thought I had a cartilage tear.” Matt Bollier 

350 Athlete – “So I probably can’t do too much in rehab, can I?” Dan Cobian 

400 “That sounds like a lot of rehab, are there any other options?” Tim Brown  

410 Answer chat questions Tim Thomsen 

420 Symposium Wrap Up Wolf/Shaffer 

 
 


